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                Do More, More Naturally.

                Find the freedom to be yourself by taking the Kolbe A Index – the only assessment measuring how you instinctively get things done. Then, explore the full Kolbe System™. 
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		Unlock The Secret to Effortless Performance
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						"The day I got my Kolbe results was one of the most liberating days of my life. My productivity shot through the roof!"
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														Dan Sullivan, Founder, Strategic Coach
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						“I wish I had known Kolbe in my younger years.”
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														Jessica Mogill, Head of Coaching Strategy, Crisp
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						“Everything is measurable and repeatable, and it just works.”
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														Brian Alexander, Founder, Expressing the Genius Within
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			Take the Most Powerful Strengths Assessment Available

			

			The Kolbe A Index measures how you get things done when you’re free to be yourself. After you answer the scientifically-validated questions, you’ll get a 4-number result called your MO and an interactive guide full of tips and tricks for better performance. Think of it as a custom instruction manual to yourself and how you most naturally take action every day.

				Take the Kolbe A Index
	View Sample Kolbe Result


		

	




    Quick Start
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			Create a Team You Don't Have to Micromanage

			

			Kolbe uncovers how each person on your team naturally takes action and solves problems. You get immediately actionable advice to grow a team and be more productive with less pain. After working with the Kolbe System™, you’ll be able to empower people to be at their best when you need them the most.  Request a business or group profile to store multiple Kolbe results in one central location.

				Get Started
	[DEMO] TEAM REPORTS


		

	




    Implementor




    Fact Finder
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			Get Certified in Kolbe

			

			Join the nearly 1,000 Kolbe Certified™ Consultants around the globe and become the instinctive strengths expert in your organization. Whether you’re an independent coach or consultant, work in HR, or you’re a leader looking for optimal performance with your team, Kolbe Certification may be right for you.

				Learn More


		

	





    
        

                        The Kolbe System™

            
                        Kolbe Helps You Achieve What You Care About Most
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        Identify

        Capitalize on the power of instinctive strengths.



                	Conative assessments and insights for each person
	Powerful communication reports and customized coaching


        

                Explore
        
    

        
        Optimize

        Maximize teamwork by strategically combining talents.



                	Comprehensive reports to strengthen collaboration and team performance
	Team seminars to improve problem solving and increase engagement


        

                Explore
        
    

    
                

                

                        
        Align

        Boost productivity by matching strengths to job requirements.



                	Diagnostics to pinpoint areas of job stress and solutions to help each person succeed
	Detailed guides to help leaders design roles and fit talent to task


        

                Explore
        
    

        
        Expand

        Drive growth by hiring the right people.



                	Proven selection process to dramatically improve the odds of hiring top performers
	Success models for every position to increase compatibility and retention


        

                Explore
        
    

    
                


            


        

    







    
        
            
                The Kolbe Difference: Conation

                

                The Kolbe System does not measure your personality type or how smart you are. Kolbe Indexes are based on conation — the part of the mind that governs how you actually get things done when striving. Think of it as your instinctive strengths.

                Learn More
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                    [QUIZ] Are You a Strengths-Based Leader? 

                    Start to discover how simple it can be to boost engagement, and coach people to be at their best when you need them the most.
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                    NEW: Powered by Instinct podcast

                    It's the perfect resource for curious people who want to get more done, more naturally.
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                    Kolbe TeamSuccess® Solutions Reports

                    An entire suite of reports to help maximize collaboration on a team and help any team leader get the most out of their strengths. 
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                    Activate Your A Guide - Now Available on Amazon

                    Kathy Kolbe's definition of success is the freedom to be yourself. A powerful companion to the Kolbe A™ Index, this workbook is designed to help guide your journey to success. 
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                    How to Setup your Office Based on Kolbe Results

                    Ergonomics is one thing, but using your Kolbe A™ Index result to determine what you need to be most productive will help you set up an optimum workspace and vastly improve your performance. 
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                    3 Reasons Why Companies Running on EOS use The Proven Kolbe System
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                    Using Kolbe to Grow a People-Focused Business
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    View More News




                

                

            

    	
           
                
                    “

                    Kolbe immediately showed me why I was labeled a misfit.

                    

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        "I found great validation in who I am instinctively when I reviewed my Kolbe results. It immediately showed me why I was labeled a misfit...in school. If I had taken the Kolbe Index at a young age, I might have been able to avoid, or at least better understand, many of the problems I encountered in school." 
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                        Robert Kiyosaki (2-2-9-6) #1 Best-selling Author: Rich Dad, Poor Dad & Rich Kid, Smart Kid
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                    “

                    "The impact has been monumental"

                    

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        “The Kolbe A has affected my life in a humongous way. It facilitated a career change. I have Kolbe As on friends [and] on family. I'm doing what I'm doing today because of Kolbe Corp."
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                        Jason Cupp (7-2-9-2), Growth Consultant, Kincaide, LTD
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                    “

                    When I read my results for the first time, honestly, I cried

                    

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        "I was overcome with a sense of relief that I could stop trying to fix the part of me that so many people insisted was wrong."
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                        Angelique Rewers (6-3-9-2), CEO, Boldhaus
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                    “

                    After ten years, I couldn’t imagine not using Kolbe.

                    

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        "The [Kolbe's] information is different, and it's so real, and it's so meaningful and so valuable, and there's nothing else like it."
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                        Deidre Koppelman (5-4-9-1), Founder, Pear Core Solutions
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                View More Testimonials
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		Case Studies

		

	





	
		We are proud to be trusted by organizations of all sizes and industries. See how we've helped these clients do more with their people.
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						UBIQUITY RETIREMENT + SAVINGS

						


						Challenge

						Surviving 5 years in Silicon Valley is a feat. Try surviving 20+ years in the competitive fintech world.


						Solution

						Kolbe Indexes are now an integral part of the new employee on-boarding process. Every team member knows and applies their conative strengths to succeed in the role that fits best.

					

					
						4.5 Stars

						With one of the highest ratings on Glassdoor employee reviews, Ubiquity is one of the top places where people enjoy working the most.


						#27 Culture

						Forbes recently named Ubiquity to the Top 50 Company Culture list for medium size companies.


						3 Kolbe Certified™

						Ubiquity uses Kolbe Certification™ to train internal experts. So far, three employees have become Certified to bring Kolbe Wisdom™ even closer to home.
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						LSW ARCHITECTS

						


						Challenge

						A thriving architecture firm builds more than buildings, it needs to build a community.


						Solution

						Kolbe has become the default language of talents at LSW Architects, from putting together project teams and creating team synergy, to coaching clients and community development partners.

					

					
						.05% Turnover 

						Employees voluntarily leave LSW at 200x lower rate than is typical  for  the  industry. Employees voluntarily leave LSW at 200x lower rate than is typical for the industry.


						3 Years as Best

						Awarded Best in Business for Employee Well-Being by the Vancouver / SW Washington Business Journal, 2016, 2017, and 2018.


						40% growth 

						Kolbe supports impressive revenue growth by streamlining employee communication and helping  them handle more projects in less time.
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						ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA

						


						Challenge

						Chalk River Laboratories were on a mission to revitalize themselves into a world-class nuclear science campus, but they had a high turnover rate of 20% in a specific department. 


						Solution

						Using the Kolbe RightFit™ software to identify the requirements of the Technician role, Chalk River Laboratories has optimized their hiring process and dramatically reduced turnover rates.

					

					
						Turnover Issue Diagnosed

						Kolbe RightFit™ Sheds Light on an Important Discovery -  They’d been hiring people who didn’t have the right combination of natural strengths. 


						Kolbe Hiring Process Used 

						Began using Kolbe RightFit by creating a Range of Success™ and using Kolbe A™ Indexes with candidates and eight new people with the right natural strengths were hired.


						60% Decrease in Dept. Turnover

						Two years later, the turnover rate was reduced to 8% and all personnel hired using Kolbe’s Proven System and RightFit hiring software were still on the job.


					

			

			

			View Case Study
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By checking this box you agree to Kolbe's privacy policy *    
  By checking this box you agree to Kolbe's privacy policy. Opt out at any time. Please checkbox*
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                    We value your privacy

                

                
                    We use cookies to improve your browsing experience. By continuing to browse the website you are accepting our privacy policy.
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                    LIVE Q&A

                

                
                    The Secret to Hiring the RightFit — April 17th, 12:00 pm ET 
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